
THE JOOLES – MOVING MEMORIES
THE JOOLES from Berlin prove on their debut album MOVING MEMORIES, that 
pop doesn’t need genre classifications. It’s all about great melodies and grooves 
which wind into your memory to move both the heart and the body. Daria, Alex, 
Katharina and Richie mix the musical frame just as they like, without losing the 
golden thread. From the different personal influences rises a fresh sound, which 
timelessly defies every trend. 

A larger part of their inspirations comes from the golden age in the 60s and the 
70s, when pop music could be anything: Motown soul, beat, disco, garage rock 
or pop art psychedelia. But THE JOOLES are not just retro – their vibrant music 
works perfectly in the present. Above all there’s the bittersweet voice of Daria, 
reminiscent of singers like Nina Persson or Grace Slick, often accompanied by 
elaborated harmony vocals. 

Since 2011 THE JOOLES have played numerous gigs in Germany and especially 
the UK, where they toured several times. Their debut album was produced in 
proper style with analoque equipment at the YEAH YEAH YEAH STUDIOS in 
Hamburg. Nearly every tone resonated originally within the studio walls, wafted 
by nordic calm and eternalised through old microphones and machines. 
MOVING MEMORIES is not only an exciting trip through a musical heritage, but 
an archive full of the bands’ memories, including recordings from the road, the 
road that leads to MOVING MEMORIES. 
  
MOVING MEMORIES will be out on April 29, 2016 on WATERFALL 
RECORDS as CD, LP, download and stream.

In April and May the band will be on tour in Germany and the UK. 

www.thejooles.com 
www.facebook.com/thejooles 
www.youtube.com/thejoolesband

FUN FACTS 

• On MOVING MEMORIES you hear in total more than 50 different instruments from 4 different continents. 
• The choir on „Somebody To Groove“ was recorded live at the Bassy Club in Berlin. 
• The sound collage in „Circus“ consists of about 100 sound artifacts, which nearly all have a reference to the band. 
• „Green Hills Lullaby“ was recorded in the studio kitchen. Sudden pug barking inclusive. 
• The album ends with a bitten apple as reminiscence of the Beatles and Paul McCartneys appearance on a Beach Boys record. 
• The illustrations on the cover are real linocuts and represent the first 12 songs. Track 13 was originally planned as a hidden track. 
• The band name was inspired by Jools Holland in the first place, but it’s also a pun on the words „jollies“ and „cool“. 
• THE JOOLES are all born Berliners – statistically exceptional in this capital. But only Richie spent his youth there. 
• In the first years of their existence THE JOOLES performed more shows in the UK than in their own country Germany. 
• Alexander and Katharina are siblings and also play in the soul band The Everettes. 

1) Rest Of Me
2) Lately
3) Break Of Dawn
4) The Flavour
5) Same Old Song
6) Talking Means Trouble
7) Somebody To Groove
8) The Truth And The Fading Lie
9) Another Shot
10) Crush On A Girl
11) She’s Outta Town
12) Circus
13) Green Hills Lullaby
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Katharina Dommisch (b), Richard 
Schaeffer (dr), Daria Wabnitz (voc), 
Alexander Dommisch (g) (v.l.n.r.)
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Downloads on request.
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